
Click2Cloud - Your Trusted Partner for             

Azure Migrate and Modernize (AMM)

Accelerate Your Cloud Journey from Migration to Innovation...!

Click2Cloud

At Click2Cloud, we specialize in streamlining your cloud migration and modernization processes. Our 

partnership with Azure ensures you leverage advanced resources, expertise, and proven methodologies.

Get the Help You 

Need

Discover how Click2Cloud, 

an AMM partner can guide 

you through every step of 

your Azure Migration & 

Modernization journey.

Scenario Coverage:

Comprehensive Resources:

Migration Platform:

Benefit from support across various scenarios including Windows Server, SQL Server, 

SAP, analytics, AI, and more.

Access a wide range of resources including assessments, proofs of concept, pilots, 

workshops, landing zone setup, & deployment assistance.

Utilize our advanced platform, Cloud Intel, for resource discovery, assessment, Azure 

migration, modernization, and progress tracking.

Why Click2Cloud?

As your trusted AMM partner, we empower you to excel and lead in a cloud-powered world!

Expertise at Every Stage

From discovery and assessment to 

PoC, landing zone, & implementation, 

our experts guide you every step of 

the way.

Proven Methodology

Based on Microsoft’s Cloud Adoption 

Framework, we tailor migration 

strategies to meet your business 

needs

AI-Driven Insights

Cloud Intel platform delivers a 

Business Value Assessment Report & 

a Landing Zone blueprint in just 3 

minutes, ensuring compliance and 

streamlined deployment

Critical Insights

Gain from comprehensive inventory 

analysis, ROI and financial impact 

assessments, AI-driven migration 

plans, and sustainability metrics for 

a net-zero cloud.

Modern Work Enhancements

Helps you leverage Copilot, Gen AI to 

enhance productivity & collaboration 

across your organization

Optimize Costs & Enhance 

Security

Meet budget requirements, reduce IT 

operating costs, and receive built-in 

security guidance for every 

engagement

Innovate and modernize to meet the demands of AI transformation and propel your business forward.

Every Minute Matters... Start Today with Click2Cloud, your Azure Migration & Modernization Partner!
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https://www.click2cloud.com/
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